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GROUND-STATE ROTATIONAL ENERGIESOF DEFORMED SUPERHEAVY NUCLEI� ��I. Muntian, Z. Patyk and A. SobizewskiSoltan Institute for Nulear StudiesHo»a 69, 00-681 Warsaw, Poland(Reeived Deember 1, 1998)Ground-state rotational energies of heavy and superheavy nulei arealulated in the ranking approximation. Even-even nulei with protonnumber Z = 94� 114 and neutron number N = 146� 168 are onsidered.The results are interpreted in terms of the shell struture of these nulei.PACS numbers: 21.60.Ev, 21.10.Re, 27.90.+b1. IntrodutionThere is an impressive progress both in synthesis and in study of theproperties of superheavy nulei. Nulei with proton numbers Z, up toZ = 112, and with neutron numbers N , up to N = 163, have been stud-ied experimentally. This progress has been disussed in [1℄. Reently, anevidene for the observation of an even heavier nuleus, 283112, has beenpresented [2℄. Aording to theory, these nulei exist only due to shell ef-fets [3℄ and they are deformed. Due to this, they are alled �deformed�superheavy nulei. There is, however, no diret experimental evidene fortheir deformed shapes. The heaviest nuleus for whih suh an evidenehas been obtained (by observation of a ground-state rotational band) is thenuleus 254No [4℄.The objetive of this paper is to alulate the ground-state rotationalenergies of heavy and superheavy nulei, to see the systematis expetedfor these energies. In partiular, to see how muh the strong shell e�ets,already seen in the half-lives of these nulei, are re�eted in this systematis.� Presented at the XXXIII Zakopane Shool of Physis, Zakopane, Poland, September1�9, 1998.�� Work supported by the Polish Committee for Sienti� Researh (KBN), grant no.2 P03B 117 15. (689)



690 I. Muntian, Z. Patyk, A. Sobizewski2. Desription of the alulationsEnergy (mass) of nuleus is alulated within a marosopi-mirosopiapproah. The marosopi part of the energy is desribed by the Yukawa-plus-exponential model, while the mirosopi part is the Strutinski shellorretion, based on the Woods-Saxon single-partile potential.Equilibrium deformation of a nuleus is alulated by minimization ofits energy in the 4-dimensional deformation spae f��g, � = 2; 4; 6; 8, where�� are the usual deformation parameters. The alulations are very similarto those of [6℄, with the only di�erene that a slightly larger strength of thepairing interation is used in the present paper. The strength is assumed ina rather usual form (e.g. [5℄)A �Gl = g0l + g1lI; (1)where A is the mass number and I = (N � Z)=A is the relative neutronexess of a nuleus. The parameters g0l and g1l are taken as those of thepaper [5℄, where they have been �tted to experimental odd-even mass di�er-enes of heavy nulei, but renormalized by one fator, the same for all fourparameters. This fator has been �tted to known (experimental) values ofthe energy E2+ of heavy nulei. This proedure may be onsidered as a or-retion of the previous �t to odd-even mass di�erenes, as these di�erenesinlude other e�ets (e.g. shell e�ets), in addition to the pairing e�ets.The result isg0n = 20:82 MeV; g1n = �22:4 MeV for l = n (neutrons);g0p = 18:85 MeV; g1p = +27:3 MeV for l = p (protons): (2)Thus, the renormalization fator, with respet to the values obtained in [5℄(and also used in [6℄) is 1.0485.3. Results and disussionTo speify the energies of an ideal rotational band, it is enough to givethe energy of any state of the band. For even-even nuleus, this may bee.g. the �rst rotational state: 2+. To obtain this energy, we alulate themoment of inertia of the nulei. As we are interested in the ground-staterotational bands, we analyze the ground-state moments of inertia. Thisquantity is alulated in almost the same way as used and desribed e.g.in [7�9℄, the di�erenes onerning only some details of the alulations. Forexample, we use the Woods�Saxon single-partile potential, instead of theNilsson potential taken in those papers. The results obtained for the energyof the �rst rotational 2+ state, E2+, are shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Contour map of alulated energy E2+ of the �rst rotational state 2+.One an see in Fig. 1 that two minima of E2+ are obtained for theonsidered nulei. One of them (41.7 keV) is obtained for the nuleus 254No,and the other (40.0 keV) for 270Hs. These two minima should be onnetedwith the two loal maxima of the shell orretion to energy (in their absolutevalues) obtained for nulei around 254No and 270Hs, as disussed e.g. in [5℄.A maximum of the shell orretion orresponds to a large energy gap inthe single-partile spetrum, whih results in a weak pairing orrelation.The latter is diretly illustrated in Fig. 2 for neutrons, where a map of thepairing-energy gap �n is shown.

Fig. 2. Contour map of the neutron pairing-energy gap �n.



692 I. Muntian, Z. Patyk, A. SobizewskiOne an see in Fig. 2 that lear minima of �n are obtained for theneutron shell losures at N = 152 and 162. As small pairing orrelationsorrespond to large values of the moment of inertia of a nuleus (f. e.g. [8℄),these two minima of �n result in the two minima of the rotational energyE2+. Thus, we interpret the two minima of E2+, shown in Fig. 1, as due tothe largest shell orretions to energy, whih, in onsidered region of nulei,are obtained for 254No and 270Hs.The authors would like to thank S. Hofmann and T.L. Khoo for dis-ussions on the possibilities of measuring the rotational energies of heavi-est nulei. They are also grateful to P. Butler, M. Leino, J. Styze« andH.J. Wollersheim for helpful omments on this problem.REFERENCES[1℄ S. Hofmann, Ata Phys. Pol. B30, 621 (1999).[2℄ Yu.Ts. Oganessian, Pro. 4th Intern. Conf. on Dynamial Aspets of NulearFission, Casta-Papiernika (Slovakia) 1998, World Sienti�, Singapore 1999.[3℄ Z. Patyk, A. Sobizewski, P. Armbruster, K.-H. Shmidt, Nul. Phys. A491,267 (1989).[4℄ T.L. Khoo, private ommuniation, 1998.[5℄ Z. Patyk, A. Sobizewski, Nul. Phys. A533, 132 (1991).[6℄ R. Smola«zuk, A. Sobizewski, Pro. XV Nul. Phys. Conf.:Low Energy Nu-lear Dynamis, St. Petersburg (Russia) 1995, eds. Yu.Ts. Oganessian, W. vonOertzen, R. Kalpakhieva, World Sienti�, Singapore 1995, p. 313.[7℄ A. Sobizewski, S. Bjornholm, K. Pomorski, Nul. Phys. A202, 274 (1973).[8℄ K. Pomorski et al., Nul. Phys. A205, 433 (1973).[9℄ K. Pomorski, A. Sobizewski, Ata Phys. Pol. B9, 61 (1978).


